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The need of timely and accurate information for the territory has increased over the years, making 
Land Cover Land Use (LCLU) mapping one of the most common application of remote sensing. 
Recently, the advances in satellite technology and the open access policies for remote sensing data 
increased the interest in exploring satellite image time series. In addition, the attention of 
researchers has shifted from standard machine learning algorithms (e.g., Support Vector Machines 
and Random Forest) to Recurrent Neural Networks due to their ability of exploiting sequential 
information. However, acquiring reference data to train these algorithms is still a hurdle. This study 
aims to evaluate the capability of a Gated Recurrent Unit in performing pixel-level LCLU classification 
of a satellite image time series, using Sentinel-2 imagery and having the LUCAS survey as reference 
data. To assess the performance of our model we compared it to state-of-the-art classifiers (SVM and 
RF). Due to the unbalance nature of the LUCAS survey, we applied oversampling to this dataset to 
increase the performance of our models, testing three different oversampling techniques. The results 
attained showed that Recurrent Neural Networks did not outperform the other state-of-the-art 
algorithms, when trained with a limited number of sampling units, and that oversampling the LUCAS 
survey increased the performance of all the classifiers. Finally, we were able to demonstrate that it is 
possible to produce LCLU classification of satellite image time series using only open-source data by 
using Sentinel-2 imagery and the LUCAS survey as refence data. 
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The importance of Land Cover Land Use (LCLU) mapping is increasing over time due to the need of 
having timely and accurate information about the range and nature of the land resources. Having this 
in mind, generating LCLU maps is one of the most frequent applications of remote sensing (Storie & 
Henry, 2018). The purpose of LCLU classification is to describe the land surface information (type and 
use), by assigning to each minimum mapping unit (MMU) one of a predefined set of labels (Helber et 
al., 2019). Information regarding LCLU is crucial for many geospatial applications (Zhang et al., 2019). 
For urban environments, LCLU maps are critical for the study of city planning, house rents, urban 
transportation network and other phenomena like urban heat island effects (Huang et al., 2018). For 
environment management, it is considered one of the essential climate variables, as it is crucial to 
monitor climate change effects, to aide in disaster prevention and to manage natural resources 
(Pelletier et al., 2019). LCLU information has many other applications, like the one presented in Ho 
Tong Minh et al. (2018), where it was used to monitor the pollution of drinking water by nitrates due 
to the intensive use of agricultural fertilizers. This was achieved through the mapping of the winter 
vegetation coverage present in the study area, which could help understand the amount of 
absorption of those nitrates by the soil. 
Since the manual production of LCLU maps through visual interpretation of the satellite images is 
costly in time and labour, especially when covering large areas (Pflugmacher et al., 2019), many 
studies have focused their attention on automating this process by using a machine learning 
algorithm to classify remote sensing images (Khatami et al., 2016). Standard machine learning 
algorithms like Random Forest (RF) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been widely used by 
the remote sensing community to perform this type of tasks (Pelletier et al., 2016). However, in more 
recent years, researchers have turned their attention to Deep Leaning, as this type of models have 
found a lot of success in many other applications like speech recognition and computer vision (Ma et 
al., 2019). Huang et al. (2018) found a lot of success when applying a semi-transfer Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN) to make land use classification in an urban environment, which incorporated 
an already trained deep CNN (AlexNet) and a shallower CNN that was trained with multispectral 
data. Chen et al. (2014) was able to extract high level and abstract features from satellite images 
through the application of a deep architecture of autoencoders (AE), which was able to handle 
variations present in remote sensing data, like sensor rotation and atmospheric conditions. Mou et 
al. (2017) used a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to exploit the temporal correlation present in 
remote sensing images, which is not leveraged when using other classifiers like RF, SVM and CNN, 
that consider each pixel as an order less data point, therefore ignoring the temporal sequence 
inherent to satellite images.  
The usage of time series, as exploited in the study referred above, can be helpful to distinguish land 
cover classes that have different temporal behaviours. However, the analyse of multi-temporal 
remote sensing data is still a challenge (Ienco et al., 2017), as most of the LCLU classification studies 
centre on the spectral and spatial domain of the satellite images (Rußwurm & Körner, 2018). More 
recently, the interest in remote sensing time series has risen due to the availability of more satellite 
data, that was boosted not only by the launch of new satellites with a small revisit time, but also by 
the open policies which make this data accessible at no cost (Flamary et al., 2015). The Sentinel-2 




high-resolution satellite imagery from around the globe with a 5 day revisit time (Pahlevan et al., 
2017). To properly exploit this sequential information, the RNNs have been used in most studies, 
especially regarding two types of networks, the Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) and the Gated 
Recurrent Unit (GRU), as these units can model long term temporal relationships due to their gated 
structure (Pelletier et al., 2019).  
Supervised learning methods have been considered more suitable and have found more success in 
LCLU classification among the remote sensing community. However, these types of algorithms 
require a set of pre-classified data to define their parameters. This training process is very influenced 
by the amount of sampling units available alongside with their label accuracy (Flamary et al., 2015). 
There are some different ways to get this reference data to then feed to the algorithms: it can be 
done by a field survey, as performed in Ho Tong Minh et al. (2018), but this is very expensive and 
time consuming, and therefore only feasible for smaller samples; or by using an already existing 
reference map, which can embrace small to regional areas, like a country in Huang et al. (2018), or it 
can encompass an wider area, like in Zhang et al. (2019), which used CORINE Land Cover (CLC), an 
European data inventory produced by the European Union Copernicus program. However, this may 
lead to some decrease of the label quality of the training data if the date of the reference map is 
significantly prior to the date of the satellite images, as some changes in the ground may have 
occurred (Zhang et al., 2019). It is also important to notice the reference map proprieties, including 
the size of the minimum mapping unit (MMU), the underlying percentage of error (if existing), and 
some generalizations that could have been made, which can affect the quality of the labels. This 
could be seen in CLC, that has a MMU of 25 hectares (ha), meaning that areas smaller than the 
specified mapping unit are going to be encompassed by the surrounding areas to meet the MMU 
(Agency, 2020). More recently, some studies have used the Land Use and Land Cover Area Survey 
(LUCAS) as their reference dataset, to train algorithms for LCLU classification in Europe, even though 
it is originally produced with the intent of statistical estimation (Douzas et al., 2019). This dataset is 
produced on a three-year basis since 2006 by the Eurostat, the statistical office of the European 
Commission. This survey gathers LCLU information, as well as environmental characteristics for all 
sample points which are spread on the entire European Union territory in a 2 km regular grid (Mack 
et al., 2017). This information is collected not only by photointerpretation but also though field visits 
conducted by trained experts, which ensures higher level of accuracy and consistency on the 
information assign to each data point (Weigand et al., 2020). 
In this study, we will assess the performance of a Recurrent Neural Network model to make a pixel-
level LCLU classification of a satellite image time series, having the LUCAS survey as the reference 
data. In more detail, we will compare the performance of a Gated Recurrent Unit against two other 
state-of-the-art algorithms (Random Forest and Support Vector Machines) to perform a LCLU 
classification of a yearlong time series. To train these models, we will use information derived from 
satellite image composites, one for each month, sourced from Sentinel-2 imagery, having as 
reference data a filtered version of all LUCAS sample points located in Continental Portugal. In 
addition, we will run three oversampling techniques (i.e., SMOTE, Borderline SMOTE and Geometric 
SMOTE) to reduce the imbalance problem present in the training data, due to the disparity of the 
number of sampling units existent for each LCLU class. The data preparation and the methodological 
approaches used in this thesis were performed within the General Directorate for Territory (Direção-
Geral do Território, DGT) program to develop operational methodologies for supervised classification 




provided by DGT, as well as the validation dataset with ground-truth obtained from label 
interpretation at DGT. Unlike other approaches made within this DGT’s program, that combine 
LUCAS survey with other sources to create the reference data that will train the algorithms, we 
decided to only use LUCAS as our reference data, which will not only make possible the comparison 
with other studies that only use LUCAS as their training data but will also prove the potential of using 
the LUCAS survey for LCLU classification. It is important to notice, that this decision will lead us to 
have a limited training sample, which may injure the performance of the GRU, as this type of model 
usually requires a considerable number of sampling units to be trained properly. 
This document is organized in the six following sections: Section 2 contains the literature review that 
served as basis for this study, Section 3 encompasses the methodology followed, Section 4 displays 
the results of the study, Section 5 presents the conclusions taken, and Section 6 contains the 




2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this section, we present the literature review that served as basis to our study, which is organized 
in two main parts. The first will be focused on the machine learning algorithms used in our study and 
the second sub section will be centered around the LCLU classification methodologies. 
 
2.1.  LEARNING ALGORITHMS 
2.1.1. Random Forest 
The Random Forest (RF) classifier is a state-of-the-art machine learning algorithm for remote sensing 
image classification, as this method produces high classification accuracies, like other more complex 
algorithms, but with a lower computational cost and being very stable regarding the choice of 
parameters (Inglada et al., 2017). In addition, it can be trained in a high dimensional dataset without 
having a considerable overfitting and is somewhat robust to outliers and noise present in the data. 
The RF algorithm consists of a big number of decision trees, which are constructed with the training 
data, forming an ensemble classifier (Heine et al., 2016). Each tree is built based on a bootstrap 
sample of the training dataset and each split node is defined by choosing the best split among a 
random subset of variables, instead of choosing the best split among all variables, which adds an 
additional layer of randomness to the bagging method (Liaw & Weiner, 2002). Despite of the fact 
that this approach creates weaker individual trees, it will reduce the correlation between them, 
which in the end, will increase the overall generalization power of the classifier (Pelletier et al., 
2017). Mack et al. (2017) used RF to make LCLU classification on Landsat data. In this paper, the 
authors applied the RF twice, being the first time to identify the most uncertain areas in the training 
region, and afterwards, manually generating more data points from these uncertain areas and 
including them into the dataset to train the final classifier. Weigand et al. 2020) choose the RF to test 
the efficiency of four different pre-processing schemes to make LCLU classification based on LUCAS 
survey. To eliminate the randomness inherently present in the RF algorithm, the authors ran each 
model 100 times to properly evaluate each different approach. 
2.1.2. Support Vector Machine 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) have also drawn the attention of the remote sensing community, 
due to their generalization ability and their capability of working well with a low number of training 
data points (Mountrakis et al., 2011). SVM seeks to find an optimal hyperplane that completely 
separates the training points of each class. To find this hyperplane, the algorithm only considers the 
training data points close to the class boundary, that are called support vectors, therefore, working 
well with small samples (Fauvel et al., 2008). This optimal hyperplane not only aims to split the 
classes, but also to maximize the margin, that is the distance between the support vectors and the 
hyperplane. The size of the margin is a key metric for the generalization power of the SVM (higher 
the margin, higher the expected generalization) (Melgani & Bruzzone, 2004). However, the SVM 
assumes that the problem is linearly separable, which is most of the times not the case. To solve this, 
techniques like the soft margin method and the kernel trick can be used (Mountrakis et al., 2011). 
The soft margin technique is the inclusion of a penalty parameter that will allow the SVM to have 




trick consists of applying a kernel function that projects the training data into a higher dimensional 
feature space, which would make easier to find a linear separation between the classes (Xia et al., 
2015). Taati et al. (2015) found success when using SVM to generate a land use map, having Landsat 
5 images as training data. With this approach, the authors were able to increase the overall accuracy 
of the map in more than 6%, when compared to their baseline. Deilman et al. (2014) was also able to 
achieve better results when applying SVM for land cover classification, as this algorithm was able to 
address the issue of the mixed pixels present in the satellite image.      
2.1.3. Neural Networks 
Neural networks are the basis of Deep Learning and consists of a loosely mathematical abstraction 
that attempts to mimic the learning process of the brain (Storie & Henry, 2018). These networks are 
composed by layers of neurons, also called units, that are connected by weights, which define the 
relationship between the neurons. At the end of each neuron, an activation function is applied (e.g., 
ReLU, sigmoid) before the value goes to the next neuron. During the training process, not only the 
weights are defined, but also the bias of each neuron, with the goal of learning the underlying 
patterns in the data. These parameters are obtained through backpropagation of the error during the 
training process. This process uses a loss function which aims to reduce the difference between the 
value predicted by the network and the proper output (Zhang et al., 2019). Neural networks are 
composed by an input layer, that introduces the points to the network and an output layer that 
exports the predicted results of the network, and in between those two layers there are “hidden” 
layers. The fact that a neural network contains multiple “hidden” layers is what makes the network 
“deep” and therefore, is considered “Deep Learning” (Litjens et al., 2017).  
2.1.3.1. Recurrent Neural Networks 
Recurrent Neural Networks are a simple adaptation of a standard feedforward neural network that 
enables the modelling of temporal dependencies (Sutskever et al., 2011). This is possible because the 
network feeds itself past information, since the output of the neuron at time t-1 is going to be 
reintroduced into the neuron alongside with the next input at time t (Ienco et al., 2017). Taking this 
into consideration, RNN can take advantage of the sequence-based structure present in remote 
sensing images, otherwise not harnessed by other algorithms commonly used to deal with this type 
of data (e.g., SVM, RF, CNN). These methods consider each pixel as an order less data point, which 
means that no spectral correlation nor band-to-band variability is taken into consideration (Mou et 
al., 2017). Nevertheless, standard RNN’s fail to learn if the sequence of the data is greater than 5 – 10 
time steps, due to the issue of vanishing and exploding gradients. This happens because the temporal 
evolution of the backpropagated error exponentially depends on the size of the weights, so it may 
lead to a big fluctuation on the weights (exploding gradients) or a severely slow learning process 
(vanishing gradients), either way failing to converge the weights (Gers et al., 1999); (Hochreiter & 
Schmidhuber, 1997).  
To solve this problem, a new type of RNN called LSTM was proposed in Hochreiter & Schmidhuber 
(1997), to learn long term dependencies. To accomplish it, the LSTM neuron is composed by two cell 
states (the memory and the hidden state) and three gates (the forget gate, the input gate, and the 
output gate). This gated structure is used to deal with the vanishing/exploding gradients problem and 
to control the amount of information that is kept or forgotten during the process. These gates are 




“fully closed” and 1 means that the gate is “fully opened” (Ienco et al., 2017). The forget gate decides 
how much information should be discarded from the cell’s internal state. The input gate determines 
the adequate amount of information that should be kept from the new input, considering that not all 
of it can be useful. The output gate defines how much to filter from the cell state to be outputted 
(Lyu et al., 2016). The LSTM has been able to find success in a variety of studies related with remote 
sensing, like in Lyu et al. (2016), where it was able to learn a change rule in his core memory cell. The 
model proposed was not only capable to identify if a pixel had changed (binary change), but it was 
also able to identify the type of change (multi-class change). In Ienco et al. (2017), the LSTM was not 
only applied as a classifier, but it was also used to create a new representation of the multi-temporal 
data to latter feed another machine learning algorithm. In the end, the modelling of the temporal 
correlation of the remote sensing data proved to improve the results of the study, especially on 
highly mixed land cover classes and classes with low representation.  
In the literature we also find another type of RNN applied to remote sensing, the Gated Recurrent 
Unit (GRU). It follows a similar philosophy as the LSTM, since it also contains gates and two cell states 
(the memory and the hidden state), however it only has two gates (update and reset gate) instead of 
three, which makes this model simpler to implement (Ho Tong Minh et al., 2018). This means that 
the GRU will have less parameters to learn than the LSTM, making this model easier to train with a 
limited number of data points and less prone to overfit (Mou et al., 2017). GRU units that are more 
susceptible to capture short-term dependencies will tend to have the reset gate more “open”, since 
this gate controls the amount of information from the previous timestamps that should be 
integrated with current information. On the other hand, if the unit is more prone to capture long 
term dependencies, it will have the update gate more “open”, as this gate controls the amount of 
information retained in the current hidden state from the previous hidden states and from the 
current timestamp, acting similarly to the memory cell in the LSTM unit (Ho Tong Minh et al., 2018). 
This type of RNN proved to be very effective in land cover classification of hyperspectral images in 
Mou et al. (2017) and in land cover classification of Radar images in Ho Tong Minh et al. (2018). In 
both studies, the GRU reached better results than the LSTM. 
 
2.2.  LCLU MAPPING WITH SATELLITE IMAGES 
There are two main methods to produce LCLU maps: a manual way, that consists of 
photointerpretation by the human eye, which is not appropriate for operational LCLU mapping of 
large areas, as well as being very expensive in terms of time and resources; and an automatic 
method, that uses remote sensing images and classification algorithms to automatically generate the 
LCLU maps (Douzas et al., 2019). The automation of the production process of LCLU maps can be 
valuable for many stakeholders, as the standardization of this process can improve over time change 
comparisons (Storie & Henry, 2018). However, for this type of task, there is a preference for 
supervised classification algorithms, which require labelled training samples (Pelletier et al., 2019). 
This prerequisite is one of the biggest hurdles to overcome in the automation of the production of 
LCLU maps, as labelled sampling units are “hard to get” and may not be enough to properly train the 
algorithms (Pan et al., 2017).  
The acquisition of labelled data can be achieved through different ways. One of them, is based on 




This approach is very time and labour costly since it consists of going directly to the area of the data 
point and manually register the required information, or having technicians analysing and labelling 
each MMU (pixel or polygon) present in one or multiple orthophotos, respectively. In Ho Tong Minh 
et al. (2018), a field survey was conducted to attain the land cover class and the amount of 
vegetation of each of the 194 sample points used to conduct the study. However, as this method of 
extracting information is very expensive (timewise and moneywise), it may explain the low number 
of labelled sampling units used in the study and the inaptitude of this method to be used in a study 
that needs more pre-classified data. The analysis of orthophotos and very high spatial resolution 
satellite images is widely used by DGT. Their projects/studies usually combine this type of data 
collection with the data of already existing maps to get the reference data needed to train their 
machine learning algorithms. 
Another way to get labelled training data, is through existing LCLU data, as in Storie & Henry (2018), 
where the municipality of the study area, provided the maps of the region to the authors, enabling 
them to attribute the proper LCLU class to each Landsat data point. In Pelletier et al. (2019), a 
reference map, alongside with a farmer´s declaration and a field survey, were used to collect the land 
cover information needed to train a temporal convolutional neural network, with the goal of learning 
the temporal and spectral features present in a time series of satellite images. The use of previously 
made maps as reference data for remote sensing studies, can present some inaccuracies, if the date 
of the reference map differs from the date of the satellite images used, as in the meantime, some 
changes to the ground truth may have occurred. This was the case in Huang et al. (2018), where a 
land use map was done for Hong Kong and Shenzhen. In the case of Hong Kong, the land use 
reference data was from 2013 and the satellite images were from 2015. In this case, the authors 
decided to use the old reference data anyway, since there were hardly any changes in the land use 
boundaries.  
A similar alternative is using already build datasets available on the Internet, as in Chen et al. (2014) 
that used two hyperspectral datasets to validate their model that combines a Principal Component 
Analysis, a stacked autoencoder and a logistic regression to make land cover classification. This 
method aimed to extract deep and abstract features to be able to deal with variations that can be 
found in remote sensing images, like sensor rotations and atmospheric conditions. Pan et al. (2017) 
used three hyperspectral datasets to also create a model to perform land cover classification. To 
handle the lack of labelled training pixels and to properly train the deep learning model, the authors 
took advantage of an unlabelled neighbourhood of pixels that surrounded the labelled pixels. Helber 
et al. (2019) developed a new free and publicly available multi-spectral dataset for deep learning 
applications. This new dataset was created with the goal of making a large amount of remotely 
sensed data openly accessible for commercial and non-commercial applications to boost the 
innovation in this field. The multi-spectral images used to create this dataset were from Sentinel-2A, 
one of the two satellites of the Sentinel’s constellation, as they are openly and freely provided by the 
EU Copernicus program.  
This European program also produces a dataset that is used as reference data for LCLU problems as 
well, CORINE Land Cover (CLC). This data inventory maps the European territory in 44 land cover 
classes, with a minimum mapping unit (MMU) of 25 hectares (ha) and a minimum width of 100m. It 
is created through visual interpretation of high-resolution satellite imagery by most countries, where 




it took 10 years to produce. The following updates took place in 2000, 2006, 2012 and more recently 
in 2018. Along the way, the production time of CLC has been reduced, taking only one year and half 
to produce the most recent version (2018) (Agency, 2020). It has been used as reference data in 
studies like Ienco et al. (2017), where the authors used the 2012’s version of CLC alongside with the 
farmer´s graphical land parcel registration of 2014 (RPG), to create one of their reference datasets 
used to model the temporal behaviour of different land cover classes. Zhang et al. (2019) also used 
CORINE, as well as Urban Atlas, to define their land cover classes with the objective of training part of 
their iterative model, that aimed to simultaneously classify an image with land cover and land use 
classes. This iterative model had the particularity of using the LC probabilities produced in the first 
iteration, in the prediction of the LU probabilities, which subsequently, would feed the LC prediction 
of the next iteration. 
The European Union produces another dataset that is also used as reference data for land cover 
classification studies, the Land Use and Coverage Area frame Survey (LUCAS). This survey is 
conducted by Eurostat on a three-year basis since 2006, being the latest version carried out in 2018. 
The points are recorded based on a 2 km regular grid across the territory of all 28 EU countries 
(Leinenkugel et al., 2019). LUCAS is an in-situ survey, as the sample points are in a first instance 
photo interpreted and then, a subsample of them, are visited by the surveyors to record the land 
cover and land use class of that sample point in the field (Griffiths et al., 2019). During the field visits, 
the surveyors try to get as close as possible to the theoretical location of the LUCAS point to collect 
the information needed. However, due to GPS positional errors, there can be an offset between the 
theoretical LUCAS point and the point where the information is recorded. Despite this, the data 
collected in these field trips will always be linked to the theoretical location of the point (Weigand et 
al., 2020). The LCLU class assigned to the point is relative to the 1.5 m radius circle around the 
theoretical location, except for heterogeneous classes, where the circle radius is extended to 20 m 
(Mack et al., 2017).  
LUCAS takes into consideration 84 different land cover subclasses, which belong to one of the 
following major classes: Artificial Land (A), Cropland (B), Woodland (C), Shrubland (D), Grassland (E), 
Bare soil, Moss and Lichens (F), Water (G) and Wetlands (H) (Leinenkugel et al., 2019). The main goal 
of LUCAS is to produce statistical estimation and to provide information regarding changes in 
management and coverage of the EU territory to decision makers and to the public. However, LUCAS 
can also be successfully used to train and test machine learning algorithms to solve remote sensing 
problems (Pflugmacher et al., 2019). Some different approaches were taken regarding the use of 
LUCAS database in classification problems.  
In Leinenkugel et al. (2019), the LUCAS survey points were used in combination with other open-
source repositories of geodata (CLC, Natura 2000, Riparian Zones, Urban Atlas and OpenStreetMap), 
to train a LCLU classifier. In this study, only a part of the LUCAS sampling units was used in the 
training of the algorithm, as the LUCAS survey was chosen as the main data source for the validation 
set. For some classes, there were not enough data points in LUCAS database alone, therefore, the 
other data sources were used to complete the validation set for those classes. Griffiths et al. (2019) 
also used LUCAS in combination with another dataset to train the proposed model. In this study, the 
LUCAS points were only used as reference for the classes of urban, forest and water. For all the other 
land cover classes the reference data came from GSAA (Geospatial Aid Application). Another study 




survey was only merged with other data source (in this case the Belgium inventory grid), to produce 
the test set, in contrast with the two other studies mentioned above, that combined LUCAS and 
other sources for both training and validation datasets.  
Other studies like Mack et al. (2017) used LUCAS alone as their reference data for both training and 
testing of their proposed semi-automated LCLU classification model. Weigand et al. (2020) also used 
LUCAS survey alone as their reference data. In this study, a comparison between four different 
methods was conducted to produce a LCLU classification model. The different approaches vary 
regarding the filters used to select the LUCAS sample points to include in the training and validation 
datasets and the combination of land cover classes chosen to classify each data point. In contrast 
with the other studies discussed above, Pflugmacher et al. (2019) used LUCAS survey in his full scope, 
meaning that instead of using it to train a model to make LCLU classification in a specific area/ 
country, it aimed to make a LCLU mapping for the entire European territory, even for countries not 
belonging to the European Union, there for not present in the LUCAS survey. 
Using the LUCAS survey as the reference data to train a supervised classifier can be difficult because 
of the asymmetry of the number of points per LCLU class, which results in an imbalanced learning 
problem. This is particularly prone to happen in LUCAS survey, due to the adopted sampling strategy 
(2 km regular grid over the territory) (Douzas et al., 2019). Training an algorithm with an uneven 
dataset makes the model strongly biased towards the most represented class, usually attaining poor 
results on the minority class (Sáez et al., 2016). This problem has been researched over the past 
years with a special emphasis on binary classification, however, the issue is much more concerning 
when it happens in a multi classification scenario, as the relationship between classes is not clear 
(Krawczyk et al., 2018). This issue can be handled with different methodologies (e.g., data-level, 
algorithm-level, or ensemble methods). The data approach is the most popular strategy in the 
remote sensing community (Douzas et al., 2019). One application of this type of strategy was done in 
Leinenkugel et al., (2019), where the sampling units of the most representative classes were 
randomly reduced until it reached the median value of all the classes. For the less representative 
classes, the data points were increased by randomly adding training sample points from other data 
sources. One of the most popular data modification techniques is the Synthetic Minority Over-
Sampling Technique (SMOTE), which consists of the creation of synthetic data points alongside the 
lines that connect the k nearest neighbours on the minority class (Fernández-Navarro et al., 2011). In 
Douzas et al. (2019), a comparison between different variations of SMOTE was made with a 
particular emphasis on the Geometric-SMOTE. These techniques were applied to LUCAS survey with 
the goal of improving the land cover classification of a supervised learning algorithm. 
The most used algorithms to produce LCLU maps, such as Support Vector Machines, Random Forest, 
and Neural Networks like CNN’s, are vector-based methodologies, which means that each pixel is 
seen as a data point in an order less feature space (Khatami et al., 2016). As a result, these 
approaches ignore the temporal correlation present in multi-temporal remote sensing data, which 
can be important to help distinguish some land cover classes (Ienco et al., 2017). The addition of 
temporal metrics can be used in the attempt to mitigate this issue of the temporal independence of 
the data points. These features can include statistical values, like percentiles, and some indexes, as 
maximum vegetation index (Pelletier et al., 2019). The usage of these type of metrics can be seen in 
Pflugmacher et al. (2019), where the addition of annual variance metrics had a very slightly 




like cropland, artificial land and snow and ice. Leinenkugel et al. (2019) also used band percentiles to 
exploit temporal patterns present in their multi-temporal dataset. In this study, all the different 
datasets used these temporal statistics, therefore no conclusion regarding their usefulness was 
made. In Pelletier et al. (2016), on the other hand, the addition of temporal metrics computed from 
NDVI did not yield any significant improvements on the classification results, but instead just 
increased the computational cost of the training process. 
Most recently, with the developments in deep learning and in computer processing power, some 
studies used Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to model the temporal correlation present in remote 
sensing time series, as this type of network can learn the patterns in sequential data. In the 
literature, two main RNN architectures have found success, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and 
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), as they are able to model long term sequences due to their gated 
system (Ma et al., 2019). This was the case in Rußwurn & Körner (2017), where a LSTM network was 
used to learn the temporal patterns present in land cover classes. This model outperformed other 
commonly used algorithms for LCLU classification like CNN and SVM, particularly in cropland classes, 
that have a more pronounced temporal behaviour. Jia et al. (2017) also found success in LCLU 
classification by applying a dual memory LSTM model, which contained two cell states, one to store 
long term variations and other to save short term changes. This approach was able not only to 
properly identify previously known land cover classes, but also to detect unseen classes. In contrast, 
Lyu et al. (2018) opted for a GRU network to detect long term urban changes in four different cities 
with similar climate conditions, to not only, reduce the impact of radiometric variations, but also to 
amplify the differences between classes. To avoid the issue of having a small number of pre-classified 
training data points, the authors used a transfer learning method that had two stages. Firstly, the 
model was trained only for one city and for a single year, and afterwards this model classified all the 
images used for this study and the points that add high likelihood scores were added to the train 
dataset to train the final model.  
Some studies have compared both types of Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM and GRU) to extract 
temporal patterns present in remote sensing images. Ndikumana et al. (2018) achieved better results 
with GRU in agriculture land cover classification with Sentinel-1 SAR images. This model proved to be 
very good in the classification of rice, which has a very pronounced temporal behaviour, achieving a 
F-measure value of 96% for that class. Rußwurm & Körner (2018) also found more success with GRU 
than with LSTM in crop classification. For this study, the authors train the algorithm with images that 
not only were not atmospherically corrected, but also add the presence of clouds. However, the 
network was able to consider it as noise, so there was no need to pre-classify clouds. Having said 
this, the algorithm was able to learn crop classification and to filter out clouds. In opposite direction, 
Mou et al. (2019) reach more success when applying a LSTM network for change detection. Although 
the LSTM only perform slightly better than the GRU, both models outperform other standard remote 
sensing classifiers, like SVM and CNN. The model presented in this study was composed by a 
convolutional layer, to extract spectral-spatial features from the images, a LSTM layer, to model the 
temporal dependencies and two fully connected layers in the end to perform the classification. 
Recently, with the development of space-born Earth observation sensors, it became easier to have 
access to multi-spectral images with low time span and at no cost. Following this, alongside with 
technological improvements like, the increase of data storage capability and processing power, and 




present in remote sensing data (Rußwurm & Körner, 2018). The Sentinel-2 mission, launched by ESA, 
is one good example of the developments in Earth observation, as it provides images with 13 spectral 
bands, which include the visible spectrum, near-infrared and short-wave infrared, at a spatial 
resolution ranging from 10 m to 60 m, depending on the band in question (Drusch et al., 2012). The 
Sentinel-2 Multispectral Imager (MSI) is a constellation of two satellites, Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B, 
in a sun-synchronous polar orbit, that became operational in 28 of November 2015 and 7 of July 
2017, respectively (Liu et al., 2017). Each satellite takes 10 days to complete a rotation around the 
globe, which allows the MSI to have a 5-day revisit period (Pahlevan et al., 2017). Like this, Sentinel-2 
has gained the interest of the remote sensing community as it provides images around the globe 
with high spatial resolution, containing a significant number of spectral bands, having a low time 
interval between images, which presents good opportunities to build time series, and being free of 
charge (Close et al., 2018).  
In Weigand et al. (2020), the author opted to use Sentinel-2 images over the ones produced by its 
North American counterpart, Landsat, due to Sentinel’s higher spatial resolution (10 m compared to 
Landsat’s 30 m resolution), to reduce positional errors which are prone to happen when using the 
LUCAS survey as the reference data source. Topaloǧlu et al. (2016) made a comparison between 
Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 images for LCLU classification, having attained more success with Sentinel’s 
images on both classifiers tested. In the end of the study, despite of the spatial resampling applied to 
the Sentinel’s images, that converted them into 30 m spatial resolution images, the author concluded 
that the higher spatial resolution from Sentinel-2 had contributed for the gap observed between the 
results. 
This literature review helped us identify the research lines for this study and guided us in the 
















This section describes the approach taken in this study to the following subjects: the study area, the 
treatment made to the reference data and LCLU nomenclature chosen, the preprocessing applied to 
the data, the implementation of the algorithms and the evaluation procedure.  
 
3.1. STUDY AREA 
The chosen study area was the entire territory of Continental Portugal (Figure 1). This region is 
characterized by a great diversity of land cover, having the presence of Mediterranean and Atlantic 
landscapes. Most of the territory of Continental Portugal is occupied by forest, agriculture, and 
agroforests land, around 92%, and having only 5% of the area covered by artificial land.  
 
Figure 1. Map of the study area (Continental Portugal). 
 
3.2. LUCAS REFERENCE DATA 
In this study, we used the LUCAS dataset from 2018 as reference data to train our supervised 
algorithms. The LUCAS survey, as mentioned above (Section 2), is a database, conducted by the 
Eurostat, that gathers LCLU information of land points across the territory of the European Union 
(Pflugmacher et al., 2019). The LCLU class is assigned to each point through photointerpretation at 
first instance, and then physically by a surveyor in a field visit (Griffiths et al., 2019). This survey 
distinguishes the points by 8 major LCLU classes, which then can be divided in 84 subclasses 




We decided to define a LCLU nomenclature that would allow for the creation of a meaningful LCLU 
map. To this end, we decided to go with a classic nomenclature aligned not only with the specificities 
of this study but also in line with the nomenclatures used in other studies developed by DGT. The 
established nomenclature had two levels of granularity. The first one was composed by 6 classes and 
it was very similar to the set of 8 major classes distinguished in the LUCAS, with the difference being 
the grouping of Shrubland with Natural herbaceous (Grassland) and Water with Wetlands. The 
second level of our nomenclature is more detailed, being composed by 12 LCLU classes, and it will be 
our main set of LCLU classes (Table 1). To properly apply the nomenclature defined, a 
correspondence between these LCLU classes and the LUCAS classes was established. To perform this, 
we tried to include all the LUCAS classes, present in the territory of Continental Portugal, into one of 
the LCLU classes defined in our nomenclature (Table 2). However, some LUCAS classes present in 
Portugal mainland were excluded from our study, whether because they did not fit into any class of 
our nomenclature, or because they could be bewildered between two or more LCLU classes, as it was 
the case for Olive groves, which dependent on the way that are planted and the maturity of the trees 
it can be classified as Broadleaved or as Agriculture.  
 
Table 1. LCLU Nomenclature (Level-1 and Level-2) 







Natural herbaceous and Shrubland Natural herbaceous 
  Shrubland 
Forest  Broadleaved 
  Coniferous 
Bare soil Bare soil 
Water and Wetlands Wetlands 











Table 2. LCLU Level-2 classes with the correspondence to the LUCAS classes and their distribution 
LCLU map Level-2 LUCAS class Number of data points 
Urban A11, A12 85 
Rainfed B11, B12, B13, B14, B15, B18, B52, B54 165 
Irrigated B16, B21, B31, B41, B41 57 
Rice B17 19 
Temporary pastures B55, E10, E20 with LU class U111 780 
Natural herbaceous E10, E20 with LU class U415 or U420, E30 222 
Shrubland D10, D20 563 
Broadleaved C10 2304 
Coniferous C21, C22, C23 601 
Bare soil permanent F10, F20 37 
Water G11, G21 62 
Wetlands H11, H21 15 
 
Since our study area was Continental Portugal, we only used the LUCAS sampling units within this 
territory (Figure 2). Furthermore, we applied some filters to get only the most reliable LUCAS 
sampling units to train our algorithms. So, we only selected the data points that were observed 
directly on point, which had more than 0.1 hectares of area, had more than 20 meters of width and 
where the LC class covered more than 50% of the area. In addition to these filters, we also excluded 
specific cases, keeping only the points with special remarks as “Harvested field”, “Tilled/sowed” or 
“No remark”, excluding Broadleaved points with the “Harvested filed” as the special remark, since it 
is similar to a “Clear cut”, which was excluded previously, and points classified as Spontaneously re-
vegetated with the special remark of “Harvested field” or “Tilled/sowed”, as this case can be 
confused with bare soil.  
 




It is important to notice, that our study area contains 7168 LUCAS points. However, with the filters 
applied, to consider only the most reliable sampling units and to remove the unwanted classes, the 
number of training points was reduced to 4910. Considering that this represents a big reduction on 
the number of sampling units available to train the algorithms (a reduction of more than 30%), and 
1708 of these points (23,8% of the total number of points) are due to the filters related with the 
trustworthiness of the points, we decided to make a test to understand if the training of the 
algorithms would be better with a larger sample containing less reliable points or with a smaller 
sample only composed by trustworthy data points. To perform this experiment, we trained the 
algorithms with both samples, and the results showed that it was preferable to remove the less 
reliable sampling units. This test was made on the early stages of our study, and we decided to 
exclude the details from this document. 
 
3.3. DATA PREPARATION 
3.3.1. Input Data Normalization 
To standardize the input data to train a machine learning model there are two main techniques: the 
z-norm and the min-max normalization. The z-norm transforms each input value by subtracting the 
mean and dividing it by the standard deviation of the input variable. This transformation makes all 
the values of the variable range between -1 and 1, having 0 as the mean and 1 as the standard 
deviation. On the other hand, the min-max normalization subtracts to all input values the minimum 
value and then divides it by the range of that input feature, which is the minimum value minus the 
maximum value. However, in Pelletier et al. (2019) some drawbacks to both methods are presented, 
as the authors stated that the application of the z-norm would affect the general trend of the time 
series and the min-max could suffer with the presence of extreme values (outliers). To overcome this 
problem, they presented an additional normalization technique which consists in using the 2% and 
the 98% percentile instead of the minimum and the maximum values, respectively, in the min-max 
normalization, with the goal of making this technique more robust to outliers. This technique was 
named global feature min-max normalization by the authors, and we will refer to it as global feature 
normalization through the rest of this document.  
Following the methodology of the paper mentioned above, we implemented a test to assess which of 
these three approaches was best suited to our problem. This test consisted in running all three 
algorithms chosen for our study with the dataset standardized using each of the three techniques 
mentioned above. This was made in the early stages of our study, and the results showed that the 
global feature normalization was the best normalization technique to implement in our problem, and 
therefore, it was applied during the rest of our study. To properly apply this normalization without 
having data leakage, the percentiles used to calculate the global feature normalization were drawn 
from the training set for the standardization of both train and test datasets. We decided not to 
include the details of this experiment on this document.  
3.3.2. Input Features 
Sentinel-2 intra-annual surface reflectance imagery produced at DGT was used in this study. The data 




period in Portugal. For our study, we took into consideration only 10 of the 13 spectral bands 
available in Sentinel-2’s imagery, having dropped the bands 1 (coastal aerosol), 9 (water vapor) and 
10 (SWIR - cirrus) since they were conceived for atmospheric correction of the other bands. Monthly 
composites are produced using the median pixel value. Gap values that resulted from cloud and 
shadow mask, due to atmospheric correction, were filled using linear interpolation in time from the 
closest months. To better identify non-linear relationships between the spectral bands, spectral 
indices were also processed, which are commonly used by the remote sensing community for 
supervised classification studies (Pelletier et al., 2019). Five spectral indices were selected: The 
Normalized Burn Ratio (NBR), The Normalized Difference Buildup Index (NDBI), The Normalized 
Difference Middle Infrared index (NDMIR), The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and 
The Normalized Difference Water Index of MCFeeters (NDWIF). Additionally, percentiles for each 
spectral band and index, as well as some gaps between percentiles were calculated. This improves 
the information concerning the temporal distribution of the input features (Pflugmacheret al., 2019). 
More specifically, we included the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentile, as well as the difference 
between the 10th and the 90th and the difference between the 25th and 75th percentile.  
3.3.3. Train Oversampling Methods 
Looking at the distribution of labeled sampling units present in our training dataset, we can observe 
that there is a big disparity between the number of training data points available for each class (Table 
2), which can bias our algorithms towards the majority classes (Sáez et al., 2016). To solve this 
problem of imbalanced learning, we decided to test three different techniques that will modify the 
training set and make it more balanced. These three methods are variants of the SMOTE, which is 
one of the most popular oversampling techniques used in machine learning. The first method used is 
the standard SMOTE method, which generates artificial data points along the lines that connect the k 
nearest neighbours on the minority class (Fernández-Navarro et al., 2011). The second method is the 
Borderline SMOTE, which is a similar technique to the standard SMOTE, however it generates the 
new synthetic data points near to the decision boundary of the minority class. This is obtained by 
creating new sampling units along the lines that connect the support vectors of the minority class 
and their k nearest neighbours (Ngueyn et al., 2009). The third and final method used is also a variant 
of SMOTE and is called Geometric-SMOTE. This technique generates new artificial data points on a 
flexible geometric region around the minority class, which is controlled by the choice of the 
hyperparameters (Douzas et al., 2019).   
To test the oversampling techniques, we generated three different training datasets by applying each 
one of the oversampling methods to original LUCAS data points. All the techniques applied increased 
the number of data points of the minority classes up to 150, as this was the number that yielded the 
best results. After this, we used these new datasets to train our machine learning models to analyze 
the impact that each oversampling technique had in the algorithm’s results. To implement the 
oversampling techniques, we used the Imbalanced-Learn and the Geometric-SMOTE libraries of 
Python. The choice of hyperparameters was made through a series of tests using different parameter 
combinations, and in the end, choosing the best combination for each method. For all the 
oversampling techniques, the number of nearest neighbors was set to 5. Apart from that, for the 
Geometric-SMOTE, we also specify the selection strategy as majority, as well as the truncation and 





3.4. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS 
The main objective of this study is to evaluate the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) suitability to 
produce LCLU classification of satellite image time series, having as reference data the LUCAS survey 
sampling units. To do this, we compared the performance of a GRU network to the performance of 
two state-of-the-art algorithms for remote sensing classification, Random Forest (RF), and Support 
Vector Machine (SVM). To define the parameters of these three algorithms we ran some tests to find 
the most suitable parameter combination for this problem. For these tests, we applied a stratified 3-
fold cross validation to the training data alone, with the aim of defining these combinations of 
parameters independently of the test data. The small number of folds is explained by the reduced 
number of sampling units of some LCLU classes (e.g., Wetlands and Rice), as if this number was 
bigger, some splits would only get 1 or 2 data points for these classes. The stratified option will make 
sure that each fold has a similar class distribution to the one present in the training data. In this 
study, we will only report the results attained by the best combination of parameters for each 
algorithm and we will omit the tests related with the parametrization definition.  
As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the Random Forest is an ensemble classifier which is composed by 
many individual decision trees that are created based on bootstrap samples of the training data, and 
each split node is determined based on a random subset of variables (Liaw & Weiner, 2002). Even 
though the RF algorithm is not very affected by the parametrization (Inglada et al., 2017), we defined 
the following two parameters: the number of trees as 500 and the number of randomly selected 
features to perform each split as the square root of the total number of variables. The Support 
Vector Machine is a supervised classifier that aims to find the optimal hyperplane that can 
completely divide the data points of each class, while maximizing the margin. To define this 
hyperplane, the SVM only considers the sampling units that are closer to the decision boundary of 
the class, also called support vectors (Fauvel et al., 2008), as introduced in Section 2.1.2. For our 
application of the SVM, we only specified the kernel type, having it defined as linear. Both 
algorithms, RF and SVM, were implemented using the Scikit Learn library of Python, and all the 
parameters not mentioned above were set as the default values defined in this library. 
For the RNN model, we choose the GRU architecture because it is less complex than the LSTM, while 
keeping the gated structure that allows to the model to learn the long-term relationships present in 
the data (Ho Tong Minh et al., 2018). In addition, since we have a small training sample, the GRU 
network will be easier to train properly, as it has less parameters to learn than the LSTM (Mou et al., 
2017). After our parameterization tests, our final network was composed by a GRU layer with 32 
neurons and a SoftMax layer to produce the output. The activation function used was the ReLU, the 
optimizer chosen was the Adam with a 0.001 learning rate and the loss function selected was the 
Categorical Crossentropy. In addition, the dropout and the recurrent dropout were set to 0.1 and 
0.05, respectively, and the kernel initializer was defined as Normal. This network was trained from 20 
epochs with a batch size of 10. This model was implemented in Python using the Keras library with 





3.5. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 
To properly evaluate the performance of our models, data points which were not included in the 
training process are needed to avoid bias in the results. Our first approach was to split the LUCAS 
survey sampling units into train and test data, by using a split of 80%/20%, respectively. However, 
this presented two issues: firstly, it would reduce the number of training data points of LCLU classes 
which were already poorly represented, and secondly, it would make same LCLU classes almost 
unrepresented in the test set (e.g., there would only be 3 sampling units of Wetlands in the test 
dataset). So, this not only would accentuate the imbalance learning problem already present in the 
training but would also create a similar issue on the testing. To overcome this, an independent 
dataset to assess the performance of our models was provided by DGT. This validation dataset had 
600 data points that were evenly distributed by the LCLU classes present in our study. The sampling 
units were labeled by technicians with expertise in LCLU using orthophoto maps of 2018 with a 25cm 
pixel. The metric chosen to evaluate the models was the Overall Accuracy that is the most common 
measure to evaluate model performance for LCLU classification (Liu et al., 2007). The Overall 
Accuracy consists of the number of well classified sampling units over the total number of data 





















4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, we will present the results of this study and compare them to results achieved in 
other studies. The disclosed results are the overall accuracy relative to each combination between 
classification algorithm and oversample technique for both levels of nomenclature, Level 2 (Table 3) 
and Level 1 (Table 4). These values were achieved when training the algorithms with the entire 
LUCAS dataset (Section 3.2) and testing them with an independent dataset (Section 3.5) to keep the 
integrity of the results achieved. Our analysis will mainly focus the results achieved with Level 2 
nomenclature and then we will compare these results to the ones attained with the Level 1 
nomenclature.   
 
Table 3. Matrix of the Overall Accuracy achieved by each algorithm combined with each 
oversampling technique using the Level 2 class nomenclature. 







s   None Standard Borderline Geometric 
RF 56.7 60.3 60.2 60.2 
SVM 61.7 61.2 62.7 62.2 
GRU 59.5 60.2 61.3 61.8 
 
Table 4. Matrix of the Overall Accuracy achieved by each algorithm combined with each 
oversampling technique using the Level 1 class nomenclature. 







s   None Standard Borderline Geometric 
RF 71.3 73.8 74.0 74.2 
SVM 74.3 73.3 74.5 73.5 
GRU 73.0 73.3 74.7 74.2 
 
Looking at the results attained with the Level 2 nomenclature, we can see that they do not have a big 
variance between then, as they range between 56.7% and 62.7%. Regarding the classifiers, the best 
performing algorithm was the Support Vector Machine, with higher accuracy results than the other 
classifiers independently of the oversampling technique used. On the other hand, the Random Forest 
algorithm was the worst performing classifier, even though it got the best result when combined 
with the standard SMOTE, as the difference between the scores achieve by the different algorithms 
is insignificant (0.1%). In the end, we can observe that the classifiers rank up in the same way, 
independently of the oversampling methods used, being the SVM the most suited model for this 
problem, followed by the GRU and finally the RF classifier.     
A similar analysis cannot be made for the oversampling techniques since no approach is clearly 
better than all the others, as each algorithm obtained higher accuracies with a different oversample 
technique. However, we can notice that when not applying any oversampling strategy generally 




significantly lower results for the RF and is also the lowest result for the GRU. Additionally, we 
observe that both Borderline SMOTE and Geometric SMOTE get better results that their standard 
counterpart, since the standard SMOTE is only better than these approaches when combined with 
the RF algorithm and the difference between the accuracy scores is negligible. Finally, it is worth to 
notice that the Borderline SMOTE obtains its best result with the SVM, which could be explained by 
both techniques being centred around the decision boundary that splits the different classes, and the 
Geometric SMOTE finds more success with the GRU. 
Comparing the results achieved when using the Level 1 nomenclature with the ones attained with 
the Level 2 nomenclature, we can see that the values of the accuracy increased, which is expected 
considering the smaller number of classes in the Level 1 nomenclature. Focusing our analysis on the 
oversampling techniques, we can see a similar behaviour between the two nomenclatures, since the 
worst option continues to be not applying any type of oversampling (with the same exception in the 
SVM). Borderline SMOTE and Geometric SMOTE remain with higher accuracies when compared with 
their standard counterpart. On the other hand, when analysing the performance of the classifiers, we 
can observe a slight shift on the results, as the GRU not only achieved the best result with this 
nomenclature (when parred with the Borderline SMOTE), but also improved his performance in 
comparison with the SVM. The RF also attained better results when compared to the ones achieved 
by the other classifiers, making the SVM the classifier that improved less with the reduction of the 
number of LC classes. 
Looking to the results attained in other studies that also used LUCAS survey to train a supervised 
classifier, we can see that in Close et al. (2018), the authors reached much higher accuracy scores 
then the ones presented in our study using standard machine learning algorithms. This paper was 
able to achieve an accuracy of 91.1% using a Maximum Likelihood classifier trained only using LUCAS 
sampling units and tested with an independent dataset, as in our study. However, this paper only 
took into consideration the Belgium territory and 5 LC classes, a much lower number of classes when 
compared to our 12-class nomenclature. Pflugmacher et al. (2019) used LUCAS to train a RF classifier 
to make LC classification for the entire Europian territory, and was able to attained an higher 
accuracy than the one achieve in our study (75.1%).  This article uses the same number of LCLU 
classes as our study (12 classes), but with a slight diference in the nomenclature chosen, as this 
aritcle includes the classes Snow/ice and Mixed forest while our nomenclature includes Rice and 
Pastures. However, the fact that this article had as its study area the entire territory of Europe, it was 
able to leverage on entire LUCAS survey to train the classifier, which could have helped the 
classification of LC classes with less representativeness. Aditionally, this paper applied cross 
validation to the LUCAS to achieve their results, therefore not using an independent dataset to 
attaine them. 
Leinenkugel et al. (2019) made a classification of three different study areas being one of them 
Continental Portugal. This paper used different open source datasets to train a RF to make LCLU 
classification. The LCLU nomenclature chosen in this article was very similar to the one used in our 
study, not including the classes Rice and Pasture and adding the Mixed Forest. If we look to the 
results of this article, we can observe that the best accuracy attained for Portugal was 59.2%, which 
is slightly worse than our best result (62.7%). However, this value was acheived when the RF was 
trained with all the datasets available in this paper. When the training of the algorithm only had the 




lower than the one achieved in our study. It is also important to notice, that the results attained for 
the Portugal area are always lower than the other two regions contemplated in this study, which 
could be due to  Portugal being a region characterized by a great diversity of soil occupation. Another 
paper that used LUCAS as reference data and had Portugal as study area was Douzas et al. (2019), 
even though it only considered part of the north-western territory of Portugal and it only considered 
the 8 major classes of LUCAS survey. This study focused more on the oversampling techniques used 
to increase the performance of the machine learning algorithms. In the end, it concluded that the 
Geometric SMOTE out perfomed the other techiniques used, which included the standard SMOTE 
and the Borderline SMOTE among others. The same conclusion can not be taken in our study, since 













In this study, we applied a GRU network to make LCLU classification of a satellite image time series 
over the territory of Continental Portugal. To train this model, we used the freely accessible LUCAS 
survey as our reference data, and we used the Sentinel-2 images as our data source. To assess the 
performance of our GRU, we also trained other two state-of-the-art classifiers used for remote 
sensing to compare it with (Random Forest and Support Vector Machine). Since LUCAS survey is a 
very unbalanced dataset, with some classes with very low number of sampling units, three 
oversampling techniques were applied to alleviate these limitations (SMOTE, Borderline SMOTE and 
Geometric SMOTE).  
Looking at the results, it is shown that the GRU network did not outperformed the state-of-the-art 
classifiers when trained with a limited number of training sampling units, as it performed worse than 
the SVM classifier and it just performed slightly better than the RF. This could be explained by two 
main factors: the addition of new input features that can give information about the temporal 
behavior of the different LCLU classes to the standard machine learning methods used in this study; 
and the small number of training data points when compared to the number of LCLU classes, which 
affects the training of neural networks in general, especially deeper networks. Furthermore, we can 
conclude that applying oversampling to the LUCAS survey to increase the number of sampling units 
of the minority classes and reduce the unbalance of the training set, improves the overall results. 
Additionally, we can see that the application of the variants of SMOTE (Borderline and Geometric) 
achieve slightly better results than their standard counterpart. Finally, this study shows that we can 
successfully use Sentinel-2 imagery and LUCAS survey data to train machine learning models to 
produce LCLU classification of satellite image time series, which can leverage many other studies on 
















6. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORKS 
The biggest limitation of this study was related with the LUCAS survey itself, as this dataset not only 
contained a small number of sampling units, but also, was severely unbalanced, which made the 
training of the machine learning algorithms a challenging task. The other limitation faced in this study 
was related with the computational power needed to train and fine tune the models. To overcome 
this limitation, we used Google Colab to have access to a GPU and more processing power. 
In future works, similar experiences should be conducted having a different study area, maybe 
considering a country/region, not only with a larger area, but also less complex in terms of land 
cover, as this could increase the number of LUCAS sampling units available and reduce discrepancies 
between the number of training points for each class. Some studies could also compare the 
performance of the models mentioned in this study, but without adding new input features, to 
understand the impact of these type variables, that aim to give temporal information about the LCLU 
classes. Finally, it would be interesting to also explore the 3 domains of satellite images (spatial, 
spectral, and temporal), developing a Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network that would be fed by 
multispectral information, and so, creating a LCLU classification model that would be trained using 
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